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Context
• Canada’s aviation, travel and tourism industries have 

experienced complete devastation as a result of prohibitive 
travel restrictions and border closures

• After several months of borders closures and travel 
restrictions,  strict lockdown measures, social distancing, 
developing testing infrastructure and enhancing focus on 
biosecurity, countries around the world are carefully easing 
travel and border restrictions to support their economies

• This package provides a snapshot of countries that have 
eased travel and border restrictions, and started to re-open 
economies, correlated with their success in flattening the 
curve
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Country Status of 
Economy

The Curve Status of Reopening Borders and Easing Travel Restrictions

Canada* Closed
Declining

Total Closure: Travel restricted for all foreign nationals entering Canada. All arriving passengers required 
to quarantine for 14 days upon arrival. Total prohibition of US-Canada border. Travel advisory in place 
from GAC to avoid all travel.

United States Partially Open
Flattening 

Restrictions limited to certain countries: Passengers who have been to China, European Schengen, Iran, 
UK, Ireland and Brazil are restricted form entering the country

Mexico Partially Open
Flattening 

Easing travel restrictions: Targeting mid-June to re-open parts of the country in stages, specifically tourist 
destinations. Border with US will remain closed until at least June 20
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Re-opening Economies Globally: North America

*Mandatory quarantine in place



Country Status of 
Economy

The Curve Status of Reopening Borders and Easing Travel Restrictions

Germany Open
Declining

Eased travel restrictions on June 15: Plans to re-open to passengers from 31 countries. 
Combination of cautious, science-led leadership, testing, tracing and social distancing

United 
Kingdom*

Partially Open
Plateau

Partial Restrictions: Imposed a 14-day quarantine for arriving passengers on June 8; 
reportedly quarantine could be replaced by ‘air bridges’ by June 29

France Open
Plateau

Eased travel restrictions: Reopened borders to EU and Schengen area countries on June 
15; no quarantine required except for nationals from countries that impose quarantine 
on French citizens

Italy Open
Declining

Eased travel restrictions on June 3: no quarantine to citizens of EU, UK, Schengen (27 
member states); no ban on foreign nationals

Portugal Open

Declining

Easing Travel Restrictions: May soon open borders to nationals of certain countries; 
Travel Bubble: Portugal is poised to be one of the first foreign destinations Britons with 
talks of an ‘air bridge’. Strict Testing & Screening: Two Portuguese islands will reopen to 
international travelers as of July 1; arrivals will have to present a recent negative 
Coronavirus test, or have a test done upon arriving

Switzerland Open Eliminated
Eased travel restrictions on June 15: “Coronavirus under control”; will reopen borders to 
EU member countries and Britain

Greece Open
Declining

Eased travel restrictions on June 15: Opening to tourists from 29 countries, hoping to add 
more countries as of July 1; Enforced strict and early lockdown, keeping cases and death 
level low

Spain* Open
Declining

Easing travel restrictions on June 21st to countries in the EU/Schengen area; may open 
‘asymmetrically’; Balearic Islands and Canary Islands to open to Germany prior to July

Belgium Open Plateau
Eased travel restrictions on June 15: Passengers arriving from certain EU states (31 
countries) can enter Belgium

Netherlands Open
Declining

Eased travel restrictions on June 15: Reopening to 30 countries; EU and Schengen Area
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**Note that eliminated implies the number of active cases has reached an insignificant number
*Mandatory quarantine

**Note that eliminated implies the number of active cases has reached an insignificant number



Latvia, 
Lithuania 

and Estonia
Open Declining

Travel Bubble: Baltic Trio opened their borders for each other on May 15. Only citizens 
and permanent residents can travel between the three countries

Iceland Open
Eliminated

Strict Testing & Screening: As of June 15, implemented COVID testing for all arriving 
passengers from EU and UK as an alternative to quarantine

Denmark 
and Norway

Open Declining
Travel Bubble: Denmark and Norway allowing leisure travel between the two countries 
as of June 15; Denmark also allowing leisure travel from Germany, Norway allowing 
business travel from Nordic countries

Macedonia Open
Declining

Eased travel restrictions on June 1: borders open to visitors from countries with less than 
25 active cases per 100,000 people (target countries: Germany, Greece and Croatia)

Ireland*
Partially 

Open Declining

Partial Restrictions: Government requiring arriving passengers to self isolate for 14 days; 
will be in effect from May 28 until June 18; no ban on foreign nationals; hopes to 
implement ‘air bridge’ agreements

Slovenia Open Eliminated
Eased travel restrictions on May 15: Borders opened to EU citizens; PM boasted the 
country had the best clinical situation in EU

Croatia Open
Eliminated

Eased travel restrictions: completely opened borders to 10 EU countries: Czech Republic, 
Hungary, Austria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovenia, Germany and Slovakia

Austria Open
Declining

Eased Travel restrictions on June 16: Ending quarantine requirements to 20 European 
countries

Cyprus Open
Declining

Strict Testing & Screening: Officially reopened to 19 countries, with commercial flights 
resuming June 8; passengers must arrive with recent health certificate

Poland
Open

Flattening 
Eased Travel restrictions as of June 16: will allow international flights and end quarantine 
requirements to 20 EU countries
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Country Status of 
Economy

The Curve Status of Reopening Borders and Easing Travel Restrictions

Re-opening Economies Globally: Europe

**Note that eliminated implies the number of active cases has reached an insignificant number

*Mandatory quarantine
**Note that eliminated implies the number of active cases has reached an insignificant number

*Mandatory quarantine
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China* Open
Eliminated

Travel Bubble: ‘Fast-lane’ agreements with S. Korea and Singapore for employees to 
return to work; CAAC to allow Britain, Japan, Germany, France, Italy and Switzerland 
to apply for ‘green channel’ for passenger charter flights as it looks to relax border 
controls; Easing travel restrictions: as of June 8 allowing foreign airlines

South Korea* Open
Declining

Partial Restrictions: 14-day quarantine in place; Travel Bubble: China-S.Korea ‘Fast-
track’ system for employees to return to work as of May 1; in talks with Hungary, 
Poland, Vietnam and Kuwait

Japan* Open
Declining

Restrictions limited to certain countries: Foreign nationals from certain countries are 
unable to enter the country; travel bubble with countries with PCR test instead of 
quarantine; Vietnam by end of June and considering Australia, New Zealand and 
Thailand this summer

Australia-New 
Zealand*

Open Eliminated

Travel Bubble: Flights between Australia and NZ could begin as early as July under 
plans to open Trans-Tasman ‘travel bubble’; blueprint to be ready in June; will 
consider other bubbles in September; countries such as Singapore, Israel, Costa Rica, 
Fiji vying to be next destination accepted in the bubble

Israel*
Partially 

Open
Declining

Partial Restrictions: Mandatory 14 day quarantine in place until at least end of June 
considering travel bubble with Greece and Cyprus; and looking to join the Trans-
Tasman travel bubble

Turkey* Open
Declining

Eased travel restrictions: lifted domestic and international travel restrictions in early 
June with airports introducing safety measures

India* Closed
Flattening

Significant Restrictions: Domestic flights began on May 25; won’t consider resuming 
international flights until other countries remove bans on foreign citizens

Country Status of 
economy

The Curve Status of Reopening Borders and Easing Travel Restrictions

Re-opening Economies Globally

**Note that eliminated implies the number of active cases has reached an insignificant number

*Mandatory quarantine



EU Reopening Checklist



Checklist for the possible lifting of the temporary restriction on non-essential travel to the EU 

Epidemiological situation 
 

Number of new infections  
 

Trend in new infections 
 

Response to COVID -19 taking into account available information on aspects such as: testing, 
surveillance, contact tracing, containment, treatment and reporting.  

Containment measures during travel 
 

During travel to points of departure 
 

At points of departure 
 

During travel, from origin to destination.  

The following elements should also be taken into consideration:  
 

Do airports comply with ICAO safety recommendations?  
 

Do airlines serving specific routes comply with ICAO recommendations?  
 

Are airports on the EASA list?  
 

Is there negative travel advisory for this country in most of the Member States?  

Reciprocal lifting of travel restrictions 
 

Does the country agree to the same or comparable travel arrangements with the EU? Does this 

apply to all EU and Schengen States?  
 

Have the EU Member States and Schengen States lifted their travel warnings for the country 
concerned?  

 

a

s 

EU Reopening                                                    

Beginning on July 1 the EU and Schengen 
states are gradually reopening their 
borders to countries outside of the EU.

This checklist was provided as a guide to 
help select countries:



   
 

How Canada would fare: 

Checklist for the possible lifting of the temporary restriction on non-essential travel to the EU 

Epidemiological situation 

 

Number of new infections  

 

Trend in new infections 

 

Response to COVID -19 taking into account available information on aspects such as: testing, 
surveillance, contact tracing, containment, treatment and reporting.  

Containment measures during travel 

 

During travel to points of departure 

 

At points of departure 

 

During travel, from origin to destination.  

The following elements should also be taken into consideration:  

 

Do airports comply with ICAO safety recommendations?  

 

Do airlines serving specific routes comply with ICAO recommendations?  
 

Are airports on the EASA list?  

 

Is there negative travel advisory for this country in most of the Member States?  

Reciprocal lifting of travel restrictions 
 

Does the country agree to the same or comparable travel arrangements with the EU? Does 

this apply to all EU and Schengen States?  
 

Have the EU Member States and Schengen States lifted their travel warnings for the country 
concerned?  

 

 



Domestic Canada 
Travel Restrictions
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British 
Columbia

Partially 
Open

(Phase 2/4) Declining

Interprovincial travel: No entry restrictions from other provinces
Mandatory Quarantine: Domestic entrants not required to self-isolate
Easing Travel Restrictions: International tourism listed under Phase 4 of provincial 
reopening (conditional on vaccination, broad treatment or community immunity)

Alberta
Partially 

Open
(Phase 2/3) Declining

Interprovincial travel: No entry restrictions from other provinces
Mandatory Quarantine: Domestic entrants not required to self-isolate
Easing Travel Restrictions: Recommending to avoid out of province travel until phase 3

Saskatchewan
Partially 

Open
(Phase 3/5) Flat

Interprovincial travel: No entry restrictions from other provinces (travel to Northern 
communities prohibited)
Mandatory Quarantine: Domestic entrants not required to self isolate

Manitoba
Partially 

Open
(Phase 2/3)

Flat

Interprovincial travel: Conditional entry from other provinces allowed
Mandatory Quarantine: Domestic entrants must self-isolate for 14 days
Easing Travel Restrictions: Proposing to eliminate self-isolation requirement for entrants 
from BC/AB/SK/NW Ontario in Phase 3 (June 21, tentative)

Ontario

Partially 
Open

Phase 2/3 
(outside GTA)

Declining

Interprovincial travel: No entry restrictions from other provinces
Mandatory Quarantine: Domestic entrants not required to self-isolate

Quebec

Partially 
Open

Phase 5/6 
(outside GMA)

Declining

Interprovincial travel: No entry restrictions from other provinces
Mandatory Quarantine: Domestic entrants not required to self-isolate

Province Status of 
economy

The Curve Status of Reopening Borders and Easing Travel 
Restrictions

Re-opening Economies Domestically

**Note that “flat” implies the number of active cases has reached an insignificant number (<10 new cases per day)
Most provinces have issued recommendations against non-essential inter-provincial travel
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New Brunswick

Partially 
Open

Phase 3/4 
(outside 

Campbellton)
Flat

Interprovincial travel: Entry restricted to essential workers
Mandatory Quarantine: Domestic entrants must self-isolate for 14 days
Travel Bubble: Discussions ongoing on an Atlantic travel bubble which would eliminate the 
self-isolation requirement for entrants from NS/PEI/NFL

Nova Scotia
Partially 

Open
Flat

Interprovincial travel: Conditional entry from other provinces allowed
Mandatory Quarantine: Domestic entrants must self-isolate
Travel Bubble: Discussions ongoing on an Atlantic travel bubble which would eliminate the 
self-isolation requirement for entrants from NB/PEI/NFL

Prince Edward 
Island

Partially 
Open

Phase 3/4 Flat

Interprovincial travel: Entry restricted. Canadians can apply to enter PEI as “seasonal 
residents” as of June 1.
Mandatory Quarantine: Domestic entrants must self-isolate for 14 days
Travel Bubble: Discussions ongoing on an Atlantic travel bubble which would eliminate the 
self-isolation requirement for entrants from NS/NB/NFL

Newfoundland 
and Labrador

Partially 
Open

Phase 3/5
Flat

Interprovincial travel: Entry restricted to essential workers
Mandatory Quarantine: Domestic entrants must self-isolate for 14 days
Travel Bubble: Discussions ongoing on an Atlantic travel bubble which would eliminate the 
self-isolation requirement for entrants from NS/PEI/NFL

Yukon
Partially 

Open
Phase 1/3 Flat

Interprovincial travel: Entry restricted to essential workers
Mandatory Quarantine: Domestic entrants must self-isolate for 14 days
Travel Bubble: on July 1, travel restrictions lifted with BC (residents only)

Northwest 
Territories

Partially 
Open

Phase 1/3
Flat

Interprovincial travel: Entry restricted to essential workers
Mandatory Quarantine: Domestic entrants must self-isolate for 14 days in either 
Yellowknife, Inuvik, Hay River or Fort Smith

Province Status of 
economy

The Curve Status of Reopening Borders and Easing Travel Restrictions

Re-opening Economies Domestically

**Note that “flat” implies the number of active cases has reached an insignificant number (<10 new cases per day)
Most provinces have issued recommendations against non-essential inter-provincial travel



Thank You


